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Classroom

Exercise 1 What is the complexity of finding order information, such as max, min or range from
a hash table?

Exercise 2 Explain how deletion is performed both with probing and separate chaining hash-
tables.

Exercise 3 Given the input {42,39,57,3,18,5,67,13,70,26}, and a fixed table size of 13, and
a hash-function H(X) = X mod 13, show the resulting

1. Linear probing hash-table

2. Separate chaining hash-table

Exercise 4 Given the input {4371,1323,6173,4199,4344,9679,1989}, and a fixed table size
of 10, and a hash-function H(X) = X mod 10, show the resulting

1. Linear probing hash-table

2. Quadratic probing hash-table

3. Separate chaining hash-table

Exercise 5 Given the input {15,78,56,25,19,38,57,76,34,53,72,91}, and a fixed table size
of 19, and a hash-function H(X) = X mod 19,

1. show the resulting Quadratic probing hash-table

2. show the resulting Double probing hash-table. Note that you have to first find the largest
prime number which is smaller than the size of the hash-table.

Exercise 6 The class BinaryHashMap serves as a basis for the questions in these assignments.
The internal array (of lists) which is used by the BinaryHashMap only contains 2 elements. It
also has a very basic hash-function, which hashes all keys with an even length to 0 and all keys
with an odd length to 1.

All complexity questions should be anwered with big-O notation, both for average case and
worst case.
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1. What is the complexity of locating an element in an unordered list?

2. What is the complexity of locating an element inside the BinaryHashMap?

binHash is an object of BinaryHashMap.

Object o = binHash.get(‘‘a key’’)

(HINT: the elements are distributed among two unordered lists)

3. What is the complexity of inserting an element into the BinaryHashMap?

binHash.put(‘‘some key’’, some obj pointer);

(HINT: keys are unique, we cannot simply add it to one of our internal lists)

4. Let M be the number of list-pointers internally inside a hash-table, assume that we have
a hash-function which is perfect. I.e., if we fill it with M key-value pairs, we have zero
collisions and all our internal lists contain one elements each.

What is the complexity of locating an element in a hash-table with a perfect hash-function,
if it contains N elements, and it has M internal list pointers. I.e., big-O expressed with N
and M .

Lab

Exercise 7 We are going to implement a few functions inside the class BinaryHashMap

1. Implement the function: boolean remove(String key), which returns false if the elements
is not present inside BinaryHashMap true otherwise.

2. Implement the function: String[] keys(), which returns all keys inside the BinaryHashMap.

(HINT: we know how large this array has to be from this.size)

3. Implement the function: Object[] toArray(), which should return all values from the
hash-table.

Exercise 8 Write an implementation for a hash table which uses separate chaining to handle
hash collision. The implementation should include inserting, deleting, and searching an element
in the hash table.
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